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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON INTERFERENCE AERODYNAMICS

OF CLOSE-COUPLED CANARD CONFIGURATION

Guo Yaobin

Harbin Aerodynamics Research Institute

Abstract: By using the canard-wing balance and the whole-

aircraft aerodynamic balance, which can measure the aerodynamic

forces of the canard-wing part, experimental studies were

conducted on interference aerodynamic forces on a canard-

configuration model that can be assembled and disassembled. It

was discovered that the interferences are destructive between the

canard wing and the main wing when & < 200, causing a reduction

in the lift. When CC > 320, the interferences turn increasingly

beneficial. When 0(= 320, the interference lift increases to 24

percent of total lift. If the main wing is a swept-forward wing,

the aerodynamic properties of the canard configuration are

better.

Keywords: experimental aerodynamics, aerodynamic

interference, canard configuration.
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I. Foreword

Present-day requirements stipulate that a fighter aircraft

should have high maneuverability and be capable of flight at

large angles of attack. After the powered-control technique is

adopted, an aircraft can be designed for statical instability.

This will further enhance aircraft maneuverability. After

trimming of the canard-model aircraft, it has excellent lift and

drag properties, and frequently it is statically unstable. This

approach is an important layout to be selected for the future new

model fighters. For a deeper understanding of the aerodynamic

properties of the canard configuration, since 1980 double

balances were used in measuring the aerodynamic forces; at the

same time observations are being made on the wing surface and

spatial flowfields. Thus, the author derived the rule of

variation in interference lift and the generating regime for

interference lift of a canard configuration. In the paper, all

coefficients of aerodynamic forces are given as the reference

area of the main wing surface.

II. Research Method

By using the method of assembling and disassembling

components with double balances, the interference aerodynamic

forces between the main wing and the canard wing were studied for

the canard configuration. The double balances are the canard-

wing balance and the whole-aircraft balance. For the canard-wing

balance, measurements were made on only the aerodynamic forces of

the forebody, or the combination of foreobdy and canard wing. In
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the case of the whole-aircraft balance, measurements were made on

the aerodynamic forces of the whole aircraft, or the aircraft

minus the wing, or the aircraft minus the canard wing, or the

fuselage only. For a combination of different components, the

results of direct measurements by both balances are listed in

Table 1.

After proper combinations of the above-mentioned measurement

results, the required amounts of interference can be found. By

using lift as an example, the following explanations are given.

From the results of the canard-wing balance, the

interference lift of the main wing acting on the canard wing can

be derived (W -- main wing; C -- canard wing).

A(1)

From the results of the whole-aircraft balance, the mutual

interference lift between the canard wing and the main wing can

be derived.

IICUwc + ACcw + (2)

From Eqs. (1) and (2), the interference lift produced on the

main wing by the canard wing can be derived.

A¢•. - (2) - (1) ((3)
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TABLE 1. MEASUREMENT RESULTS OF WHOLE-AIRCRAFT
BALANCE AND CANARD-WING BALANCE FOR DIFFERENT
MODEL STATES

4

7
"YX + IRM + ~~~A

9

1 10

+ <•tX-VX) + (tx-Vft*)

* (Forebody * afterbody) indicates the
summation of the aerodynamic forces generated by the
interference caused by the forebody on the aft3rbody,
and the aerodynamic forces generated by the
interference on the forebody caused by the afterbody;
(Afterbody --• forebody) refers only to the latter
condition. The other conditions are analogous.
KEY: 1 - Model state 2 - Results of whole-aircraft
balance 3 - Results of canard-wing balance 4 - Forebody +
afterbody + (forebody • afterbody)* 5 - Forebody +
(afterbody -• forebody) 6 - Canard wing + fuselage +
(canard wing wb fuselage) 7 - Canard wing + forebody +
(canard wing R forebody) + (afterbody-- forebody) +
(afterbody --. canard wing) 8 - Main wing + fuselage +
(main wing • fuselage) 9 - Forebody + (afterbody --*
forebody) + (main wing --) forebody) 10 - Canard wing +
main wing + fuselage + (main wing q canard wing) +
(canard wing # fuselage) + (main wing # fuselage)
11 - Canard wing + forebody + (canard wing ; forebody)
"+ (afterbody -. forebody) + (afterbody --0 canard wing)
"+ (main wing -- canard wing) + (main wing -0 forebody)
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From the whole-aircraft balance resu]lq, the outcome can be

derived by subtracting the mu' ial interfezence between wing

surfaces (that is, the main wing + fuselage + canard wing + main

wing - fuselage + canard wing # fuselage)

C, -ACc-AC~,- (4)i

III. Equipment and Model

Experiments were conducted at a low-speed open 1.5m diameter

wind tunnel. The angle of attack in the experiments was as high

as 440; in the experiments, the wing speed v=30m/s (q=550.8N/m 2 ).

In the experiments, the Reynolds number Re was 0.52 x 106

(corresponding to the length of the aerodynamic mean chord for

the main wing). The whole-aircraft balance is a hexagonal-force

mechanical balance; the canard-wing balance is a strain balance.

By using the oil flow method, the surface states can be observed;

a fluorescing microwire mesh was used tor observing spatial flow

state.

The model fuselage is divided into two sections: the canard

wing is on the forebody with positions adjustable as to upward,

downward, forward, and rearward. The aircraft wing and the

vertical tail are on the afterbody (Fig. 1). The whole-aircraft

balance is connected to the afterbody. Through a rod-type strain

balance (canard-wing balance), the forebody and afterbody are
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connected. The parameters for the exposed canard wing and the

main wing plane are the same, but the area is one-fifth of the

aircraft wing area. All planes of aerodynamic forces are of the

double-arc symmetric wing type.

a A*

b JLR, 2=3.2, V=5.o8, b,=o.25m, 1=o.7m,

xa=4O'(- 2 2' 4 6')c IM, Sc=Sw/5 ,L* L1.25m
d

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of model
KEY: a - Canard-wing balance b - Aircraft
wing c - Canard wing d - Fuselage

IV. Characteristics of Lift Interference for Canard Configuration

1. Lift characteristics of typical situation

Fig. 2 shows the lift curves in a typical situation; the

characteristic quantities are listed in Table 2. It is apparent

that after installing a canard wing corresponding to 20 percent

of the aircraft wing surface, CYmx can be increased by about 50

percent; the stall angle of attack O* is increased by about 80.

2. Characteristics of lift interference

Fig. 3. shows that the interference lift varies with angle

of attack. When OC < 200, the summation of interference on the
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main wing caused by the canard wing, and the interference on the

canard wing caused by the main wing is still destructive

interference. In 'he latter case, it is favorable to

interference, but the amount is smaller. Beyond 0 > 200, the

superiority of .lose-coupled canard configuration (apparent

increase in the maximum lift coefficient and the stall angle of

attcik) becomes evident.

TABLE 2. VALUES OF LIFT CHARACTERISTICS IN
TYPICAL SITUATION

a. Af a _q c;(6=-d4*-4*) 1 C,..,

C 0 -X1ftAL * 0.048 1.07 24'

9 t, d 0.050 1.52 32'

e 0.05Xt 0.03 1.23 25'

KEY: a - Typical situation b - Characteristic
values c - Aircraft wing-fuselage combination
d - Canard-type whole aircraft e - Canard-type
whole aircraft with subtractioi, of mutual inter-
ference between wing surfaces

3. Interference regime

From variations of the flow states on the main wing with and

without the canard wing, observations were made on interferences

on the main wing caused by the canard wing (Fig. 4).

In the absence of the canard wing, the flow state on the

main wing is of the flow type of the typical swept-back thin wing

with detached vortex. In the presence of the canard wing,

generally the influence of the canard wing can be divided into
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two parts: one is that the downwash of the canard wing reduces

the actual angle of attack at the main wing, thus restricting the

development of the detached vortex at the leading edge of the

main wing within the range of small angles of attack. When the

angle of attack is greater, the detached vortex at the leading

edge of the main wing becomes more stable; thus the vortex lift

on the main wing can be maintained to the range of even larger

n us of attack. The other part of the influence is the

induction caused by the detached vortex of the canard wing, thus

changing the position and shape of the main wing detached vortex.

4' C, • .. •m

1.0.---.- /-.1.0 S'' - .__ ----_:

S--'-- 7V+WC

. o ~ 0.5• / ----- wc
0.5 7 -- '

I. C

20 40 o(T)o 40

Fig. 2. Lift characteristics Fig. 3. Interference lift char-
of typical situation aracteristics
KEY: a - Canard-type whole KEY: a - Main wing with fuselage
aircraft b - Complete struc- interference b - Canard wing
tural model without mutual with fuselage interference
interference between wing
surfaces c - Main wing +
fuselage
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au- *" 24" 38"

Fig. 4. Influence by canard on flow above
the main wing
KEY: a - In the absence of canard wing
b - With canard wing

In the absence of the canard wing, when OL = 140, the

bursting point of the main-wing detached vortex has arrived at

the midsection of the aircraft wing. In the presence of the

canard wing, the downwash reduces the actual angle of attack of

the main wing. When O = 140 (the actual angle of attack of the

main wing is less than 146), and then the main-wing detached

vortex is weaker than the Coe in the absence of the canard wing,

there is no vortex bursting point on the wing surface; the vortex

control range is small and the vortex lift is also small. From

the pressure distribution on the surface of the main wing, the

canard wing downwash reduces the suction peak at the wing root of

the main wing (Fig. 5), thus causing a lift reduction of the

canard configuration in small range of angles of attack.
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Fig. 5. Pressure distribution Fig. 6. Spatial flow spectrum

of main wing (0 = 120 ) at the trailing edge of main
KEY: a In the absence of wing (. 240 )
canard wing b - In the pre- KEY: a In the absence of

sence of canard wing canard wing b -In the
presence of canard wing

When CC = 240, the bursting point of the detached vortex of

the main wing in the absence of the canard wing reaches to the

leading edge of the wing ring. After bursting, the vortex zone

covers the upper wing surface of the main wing; in addition, a

very large separation zone is induced in the zone from the

leading edge to wing tip. Thereupon, the separation zone covers

the maximum lift point of the main wing. In the presence of the

canard wing, although the downwash of the canard wing reduces the

actual angle of attack of the main wing (when f a, the lwft on

the main wing is reduced), the smaller actual angle of attack vf

the main wing will tend to stabilize the detached vortex of the

main wing, thus providing greater vortex lsft. Induction on the

main wing vortex by the downwash and the canard wing vortex
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restricts the separation zone upstream of the vortex, and shrinks

the zone. Thus, constructive interference of the canard wing is

exhibited on the main wing.

Beyond Oc > 240, the separation flow type of the flow

direction on the main wing is developed in the absence of the

canard wing. When OC = 380, there is an irregular Cauchy-Hoff

separation over the entire wing surface. In the absence of the

canard wing, there is a consistent regular detached vortex

control zone and the reattachment zone in the wake of the vortex

over the main wing surface. The induced separation zone upstream

of the vortex is also smaller than that in the absence of the

canard wing. Up to OC = 380, most of the wing surface is

controlled by shear flow; separation is limited only to the

wingtip portion. At the same angle of attack, thus, the loss of

lift induced by separation over the main wing is less in the

presence of the canard wing, but provides greater vortex lift.

Thus, greater interference lift is generated at larger main-wing

angles of attack.

Moreover, induction of the canard wing vortex not only

shifts the spatial position of the main-wing vortex toward the

wingtip; more importantly, the main-wing vortex has greater

deformation (Fig. 6). The canard wing expands the surface area

on the main wing that is covered by the main wing vortex, and

expands the influence range of the low-pressure zone.

The interference on the canard wing caused by the main wing

is exhibited mainly by the suction on the canard wing detached
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vortex due to the low-pressure field on the surface at the main-

wing leading edge (primarily, the suction peak at the leading

edge), and the low-pressure field in the detached vortex of the

main wing so that the interference is stronger and more stable.

In this case, the canard wing also provides a constructive

interference lift (at larger angles of attack, the vortex lift is

larger).

4. Situation of vortex system

When the canard wing and the main wing are on the same side,

they generate two detached vortices rotating in the same

direction. Limited by plane parameters of two wing surfaces, the

intensities of these two vortices are of corresponding values,

and it is very difficult to merge into a stronger vortex over the

main wing surface (it is even impossible to merge into a single

vortex). Only when the sweptback angle at the canard-wing

leading edge is increased to a value larger than 700, and the

height of the canard wing is basically consistent with the main

wing, is it then possible. However, the total lift of this

configuration is not very large, and the linearity of the

longitudinal-direction moment is degraded.

V. Characteristics of Drag and Moment

At various angles of attack, all drag values of the canard

configuration are slightly larger than the drag values for the

conventional configuration (the canard is placed behind the main

wing, thus becoming a f lat tail) as shown in Fig. 7. This is

because the installed canard wing lowers the suction peak at the
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main-wing leading edge root, thus increasing the drag. However,

at larger angles of attack, the interference lift attained for

the canard configuration makes its characteristics of lift and

drag superior to the corresponding regular configuration.

a
"9 b

0.05 ... " -p

0.5 3.0 C.

Fig. 7. Drag characteristics Fig. 8. Moment characteristics
of canard configuration of canard configuration
KEY: a - Regular configuration KEY: a - Regular configuration
b - Canard configuration b - Canard configuration

For the canard configuration, the longitudinal-direction

stability is of static instability (Fig. 8); however, the

linearity is better in the range of very large angles of attack.

This is because the flow state on the canard wing varies slowly,

thus providing more stable lift; at the same time, the

longitudinal-direction moment is mainly provided by the canard

wing lift.

VI. Canard configuration of sweptforward wing

When the sweptback wing is changed into a sweptforward main

wing (the relative position is unchanged for the aerodynamic mean

chord of the two main wings relative to the fuselage; also, the
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canard wing shape, size, and position remain unchanged, as shown

in Fig. 1), the influence of the flow spectrum over the main wing

by the canard wing is more pronounced. The separation zone at

the leading edge of the root portion is apparently reduced; most

of the zone over the wing surface is controlled by the local

shearing flow (Fig. 9).

1.6

" --- WC
b C

aa
a-24*

1 = -20 . 411 GM'

Fig. 9. Flow states over the Fig. 10. Lift characteristics
sweptforward wing in the pre- of sweptforward main wing in
sence, and in the absence of the canard configuration
the canard wing KEY: a - Sweptback wing canard
KEY: a - In the absence of configuration b - Sweptforward
the canard wing b - In the wing canard configuration
presence of the canard wing

In the sweptforward main wing of canard configuration,

better lift characteristics are exhibited at the median angle of

attack [1]. When compared with the sweptforward main wing,

canard configuration, the maximum lift coefficient is increased

by 0.2; there is an apparent nonlinear lift, but the stall angle

of attack is the same (Fig. 10).
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